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VOTE FOR SMOKING
IN STUDENT ROOMS
At the Senate Meeting on Thursday
evening, March 17, the new smoking
regulations were passed with one dis-
senting vote. It was decided to call a
mass-meeting of the college on Friday
afternoon at which the regulations
would be explained. President Pen-
;
dleton and Mary Elizabeth Wheeler
spoke at the meeting.
The new rules, which will go into
effect on April 12, are as follows:
until the end of
the year smoking shall be permitted
in students' rooms in all brick dor-
mitories on the campus, between the
hours of 6:45 A. M. and 10 P. M.
In Craiojord, Freeman, and Norum-
bega, smoking shall be permitted in
the living rooms after meals, under
the same regulations as in freshman
houses, if the house so votes.
Smoking, except in designated places
Representatives Fight
Against Sales Tax Bill
of the past
i was the furious
House of Representatives
on over the passing of
bill. The main clause o
the Ways ar
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES 1933
MAJOR OFFICERS AND VILLAGE JUNIORS
The door and transom must be
closed in any room in which stu-
dents are smoking.
A student must, on any occasion,
stop smoking on the request of an-




In spite of the vigorous efforts of party
leaders, there arose a definite split in i
the Republican ranks, and hopeless
j
in the Democratic ranks,
present hold a majority of
votes in the House. Appeals were
made to sacrifice in the face of a
great national crisis, which involves a
probable depression of business caused
by lack of confidence in a govern-
ment that fails to present a balanced
budget. Representatives were warned
against the Communistic attitude that
seemed to be making itself evident.
Drowning out most of the speeches,
and paying no heed to the orders of
the leaders, the opposition proceeded
Wash- on Friday, March 25, Mr. Lennox
certain Robinson, director of the Abbey The-
ne bill, ater, Dublin, will speak to Miss Smaill's
Means c iass m Play Production, telling the I
of bal- history of the theater. The lecture On March 18
budget, provided wju be in Billings, at 4:40, and is open I Association held
the college.
Alumnae Meet To Discuss
Post - College Experience
19. the
end confer-
the first of its kind, to which
all the alumnae of the college were
invited. The events included a lec-
ture by Everett Dean Martin, three
Round Table Conferences, a Summary
Conference led by Dr. Martin, and, in
which
Changes Made In Program
Of Annual Gymnasium Meet
The work of
winter sports
annual Indoor Meet, to be held in the
on Thursday, March 31,
) 5:30 P. M. Two changes
made in the program of
to wreck the bill by tearing it apart
^he mee t this year First, a new scor-
clause by clause. Wartime surtax ' ing svstem has been adopted, whereby
rates with a maximum of 65 per cent
j t^g is just one competition going on
were inserted, (the bill provided for
j
among all i0UI classes, instead of the
former plan, by which the sophomores
competed separately with the fresh-
men and the two upper classes. Sec-
ondly, interpretative dancing is being
normal I raised from 6
foreign credits
section, allowing taxes paid abroad to
be credited against the amount as-
sessed by the United States Treasury,
was struck out of the bill. In con-
sternation at the havoc already caused,
the Speaker and party leaders ad-
journed the session from Saturday to
Tuesday, in the "hope that the Rep-
time :
Students who wish to smoke in
;
resentatives would








The Women's Educational and In-
dustrial Union, to which the Emer-
gency Relief Committee voted $400, is
a Boston organization of long standing.
During the present crisis it has en-
larged its usual field of endeavor to
include unemployment relief for wo-
men, more especially for those mem-
bers of the "white collar" class, who
through no fault of their own are
forced to seek aid, and yet whose pride
prevents them from accepting actual
charity from such organizations as the
Family Welfare Society.
The college department has given
financial and vocational information
to over six thousand high school and
college graduates, and has secured po-
sitions for some of these applicants.
Since the need has become increasing-
ly acute, this service has been rendered
free of charge during the last few
months.
The general employment bureau has
devised a scheme, which is made pos-
sible through gifts, whereby temporary
employment can be given immediately
if circumstances warrant it. Positions
are created, and for two weeks salaries
are drawn from the sinking fund.
Meanwhile, effort is made to secure
permanent employment for the in-
dividuals.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 31
CURRENT EVENT NOTES
The subject of legalizing 4 per
beer has at last been brought u]





NOW ON EXHIBITION IN THE
CHEMISTRY BUILDING




$347,000,000 in revenue, and employ-
ment for 1,000,000 men should the
measure be adopted. A previous reso-
lution to amend the Prohibition law
by allowing state control of liquor was
defeated by a vote of 227 to 187, the
smallest majority of Drys ever counted
in Congress since the enactment of the
The
;hows signs of clearing up. Accord I
s hoped for by the end of the present
week. In spite of constant sniping
of Chinese partisans, it is hoped that
the Japanese Government wiU recall
the army, or restrict its manoeuvres.
Meanwhile the Manchurian Govern-
ment, newly formed, has severed all
links to China, and sent formal notice
of its independence to the principal
The General Disarmament Confer-
ence, hardly begun, has adjourned foi
a month during the Fre
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
Prizes Awarded To Seniors
In Current Events Contest
The New York Times Current Events
Contest at Wellesley College was
on March 1, with fourteen people
peting, a greater number than
before. The paper of the first
winner will be sent to the Central
Committee to compete for the $500
prize of the Intercollegiate Contest.
The following awards were made:
First Prize of $150 to Ruth Royes,
'32.
Second Prize of $75 to Ann Som-
merich, '32.
Third Prize of $25 to Helen k.itk, '32
included for
of activities
Each class will present a da
ber, and points scored for
be added to those gained
types of work.













The meetings opened Friday evening
with a lecture by Everett Dean Martin
Dn The Objectives of a Liberal Educa-
tion. Dr. Martin, who is at present the
head of the People's Institute in New
York, is a noted figure in the develop-
ment of adult education in America.
In introducing his subject, Dr. Mar-
tin defined education as a life-long
process of learning in which that part
received in college is only a prepara-
tion for later work. Thus adult edu
cation, which is so often confused with
the work of educators to uplift the
masses, is in reality nothing more than
the continuance of a study whose tools
have been provided by courses in col-
lege. A person must be eager to learn




in Monday, March 21, mem-
college gathered before the
nee of Hetty H. R. Green
ar the results of the major
nd the names of the Village
Juniors for The
the
marks the second change in k
of this event, which took place
tionally on the Chapel steps, ar
moved last year to the steps belt
main entrance of the new Adminis-
tration Building.
The attention of the crowd was soon
focussed on the window which opens
onto the balcony above the entrance,
inside which a great deal of excite-
ment seemed to be going on. The
first people to climb through were the
old Vil Juniors, each of whom helped
her successor step onto the balcony,
UbH'.-ts
have a mind open to all
nd free from prejudices to
ally educated.
tin then continued 'with an
if the possible conceptions
Literary Review Announces
Business Board Elections
determine what kind of life you want
to live. It ev n signifies something
still different t e educators who
believe In the power f scientific tests;
to them it stands foi habit formation.
But, according t 3 Dr. vtartin, who is an
ardent advocate of t le Greek idea of
education, these ideas are all false. A
liberal educatio i to hlm represents an






Total before March 15 $1938.76
CONTRIBUTIONS TO DATE:
Noanett Tea Dance 40.00
Shafer (three weeks) 12.76














unk clearly and to see
unprejudiced and enthu-
siastic manner. Thus he is ready to
go on in life trying to discover new
and enlightening facts that may cause
a complete change in his intellectual
life but from which he does not there-
The problem that faces the modern
liberal educator, Mr. Martin continued,
is to provide men with a spiritual
center of gravity in a secular world.
Therefore it behooves those who have
in this generation received at least
the tools of knowledge, to continue
their intellectual development in an
adventure of knowledge that will profit
not only them but the whole world.
In the first of the three Round Table
below,
chanted the names of the new major
officers as they appeared one by one
on the balcony. These announcements
were followed by songs and cheers
from all the classes, ending with the
Alma Mater at th* close of which the
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
Professor Dana Describes
Russian Theater Since War
,e Russian Drama Since 1917 was
subject of a lecture by Professor
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Dana on
Thursday, March 17. The speaker
mentioned first the effect of the
Revolution on the theater and, indi-
r, on other arts. The Revolu-
sidered: How can the best post-college
experience of our alumnae be made
felt in the college as a stimulus to our
whole college enterprise? As a first con-
round-table recognized
Continued on Page 3. Col. 2)
Leslie Hotson Discusses
Thrill Of Literary Finds
On March 16, Leslie Hotson
vealed to an audience that J
Billings Hall the glamorous
I of a literary detective. At this sleu'
! ing trade Mr. Hotson is somewhat
an expert, having lately unearthed
I
from the documents of the British
'
records the facts of Christopher Mar-
|
portant item from Shakespeare's al-
most unknown life—the quarrel be-
tween the dramatist and a justice
1 (Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
some amazingly good results. The
theater gave to the Revolution its
direction, its actors, the best of its
art, and the Revolution repaid with
new spectators, an audience of mil-
inspiration, and a new
social sense that elevated and stimu-
ated the theater. It is true that the
old drama suffered in some degree, but
the Russians have been quite willing
;o preserve this phase of their past
There are r o great dramas that have
not been presented since the Revolu-
tion, and in one case, thirty-six plays
by a writer of the mid-nineteenth
century were produced. Chekov,
Gorky, and Tolstoy have been well
represented in recent years.
In answer to the assertion that the
Revolution had narrowed and limited
the range of drama, Professor Dana
says that, on the contrary, it has been
enlarged, and, for proof, points out the
large number of foreign plays that
were not acted before. The City of
the Third International has now be-
come the City of the Theater Inter-
national. The long list of plays that he
cited included Greek, Italian. French.










Do you enjoy working with people,
especially those less fortunate than
yourself? Are you eager to I
direct from those who are
formed on industrial questions? Are
cation doing something really
ing and worth while? Why
resent Wellesley as an undergraduate
assistant at the Bryn Mawr Summer
School for Women Workers in Indus-
try?
For two months each summer Bryn
Mawr opens its doors to one hundred
girls who come from mill or factory,
for the study of liberal subjects, to
stimulate an active interest in current
problems, and to develop a desire for
life. In order to encourage a closer
contact between the summer students
and the new academic environment, it
graduates from the leading women's
colleges in the East to act as assistants
in the school. Through these college
representatives a spirit of understand-
ing is built up—the undergraduates be-
come better informed about social
problems arid better able to interpret
them to others; the workers go back the
to their jobs confident of the fact
social progress will come through
tual interests and endeavors.
The life of the undergraduate a
i i liiis type w;is ;i play entitled
mean in l;- Destruction of Europe, i
told of the attempt of an American
trust to destroy Central Europe, and
of the frustration of this by the spread
of Communism. Later, the au
the West, turned
toward the more fertile East, toward
China. In 1926, there seemed to be
suit was Roar, China!, presented in
New York by the Theater Guild. Even
such an artificial form as the ballet
tried to deal with the Chinese Revo-
lution, in a tale called The Red Poppy.
In 1917, the tenth anniversary of




'C-'n i niurd From Page
Have Your
TYPEWRITERS REPAIRED
H. L. FLAGG CO.
Wellesley, Mass.
? next turn of the Rii^iai
towards internal problem




ilicy of the economic regime, the
| Df your gift. Tht
x capitalistic
communistic one, these we:
things that occupied the later writers.
More specifically, Professor Dana
pointed out the agricultural difficulty.
augment
family income.
The Handwork Shop in the Union
Building has increased the amount of
work given out on consignment and
paid for in cash. This has been done
with great sacrifice to the budget.
The gift from the Wellesley fund has
been put to use directly in salaries for
"created" work, cancellation of the
placement fee by the employment
.
money for free milk, and cash
grants for cases of extreme need.
The following letter indicates gen-
uine appreciation of this gift.
My Dear Miss Cleaver:
)f the Women's Edu-
cational and Industrial Union has told
the check for $400 from the
Wellesley College Unemployment Re-
lief Fund which we have received.
deeply do I appreciate this con-













directs the recreation, she acts as the
school chauffeur, or may help edit the
school publication. Although her du-
ties and responsibilities are many, each
day brings more unusual and interest-
ing experiences. Each undergraduate
is required to attend one class with
the workers and so gains even a better , construction
understanding of industrial problems
J throughout
through the informal discussions. The
whole summer is a process of give and
take—both the worker and the college
student returns home with the feeling
that she has changed tremendously in
her attitude towards and understand-
ing of the other.
Although there are no definite re-
quirements for this position, the com-
mittee prefer that the applicants be
juniors and that they will have had a
preliminary course in economics and
sociology because a background of this
sort is almost necessary for a full un-
derstanding of the problems involved.
Ethel Hodel.
I
' o :<;- ri i
extremely wholesome, the speaker]
thought. He stated that there is no|
government elsewhere that is so self- I
critical, and this trait is reflected in
j
the more recent plays. In The Neck- \
tie, the central character is a Com-
1
munist who will make no compromise
with bourgeois or foreign attitudes,
j
and this viewpoint is severely criti-
;
cized and ridiculed. The emphasis on j
greatly stressed
he need of build- !:
ing up the country, is seen in Tempo,
\
in which an American engineer shows
them how to attain American speed in
]
industry. Thus, the speaker con-
1
eluded, the Russian drama of today
|
has aided its country, brought about;
a more generous view of foreigners,
'
and retained its high position as an
ate
| ]ey win probably never face a tim
tne
j when their efforts in behalf of thos
ire in need would be of moi
than at the present time,
shall keep you informed as t





from Page 1, Col. 3)
The awards include three cups: one,
the Amy Morris Homans prize, which
will be given the class winning the
entire meet; second, the Lincoln cup,
awarded the winning class in the gym-
nastic competitions in marching, ex-
ercises and apparatus work; and third,
the Individual Cup, to be kept for a
year by the student receiving the
highest grades for technical skill in
apparatus work. Double batons will be
awarded five members of each class






mer School and the requirements for
this assistant position should see the
Chairman of the Committee. Miss
Wood, Personnel Bureau.





who is planning to go
affords oppor-
to Europe and
going on a tou
tunity to visit student centers and
meet leaders of student thought will
|
find further information about this]




{Continued From Page 1, Col. 5) i
Bolshevik author, and nine of Shaw's.
Other English writers represented are
Goldsmith, Sheridan, and Byron, with
several rarely produced dramas. The
Americans' list contains Mark Twain
aiid Longfellow,, as well as O'Neill and
many modem productions.
Of the new plays, a survey of types
of those written in the last fifteen'
years included, first, new versions of
old material. Next came the plays
that were concerned with ancient re-
bellions, stories of the earlier Russian
Revolutions, plays that were not al-
lowed in the Old Regime. Then the,
dramatists turned to imaginative revo-
-SPRING USED CAR SALE-
Starting March 21st we are marking down every
used car in our stock to make room for the trade-
ins which will result when the new Ford model is
announced. This is a grand opportunity to buy a
used car at your own price. Forty-seven late type
used cars from which to choose. Easy terms
arranged.
Storage and service solicited
BUTLERS GARAGE, Inc.
Telephone Natick 93 Natick, Mass.
Say "Happy Easter" with Flowers
Delight Mothe
joy day. Orde
(h.miI fnrmls lu'ivalmnts Will !>!
llirilk-i] with an EastiT ranim-










(Hi: I.HAND OLD SENIORS—OF
Rae's Vanity Shoppe
63 Central Street





It's early in the season
to boast about a suit success.
But this smart two-piece wool
suit, with cuffs of dyed wolf,
has already proved' itself a
strong favorite for spring
honors.
It's so smart with its short
fitted coat, so wearable and
so downright inexpensive.
Navy or black wool $16.75
Dobbs Hats exclusive to
FILENE'S in Wellesley
Attractive spring styles in our $6.00
line of shoes
-
- also reptile shoes at
$6.90
Y CO LLEG E NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
decided
ONCE upon a time Perry believed
that only Tired Business Men
were privileged to do what mental
'
Hygiene books chidingly call "taking
,
your troubles to bed," and mentally
j
romping around with bulls and bears;
|
now, however, he has learned that
artists never allow themselves to for-
get their art. After dress rehearsal
for Dance Drama, one of the graceful
young creatures wandered home, to
bed, and to sleep, still thinking of the
dance (with a reading and speaking
accent). Then, still asleep, out of
bed she floated and began flitting
about her room until, unfortunately,
she chose a chair as her partner.
The chair, at that hour of the night,
must have preferred to lead, for she
suddenly awoke to find herself
sprawled on the floor, and the chair
the possessor of some two square
inches of her skin. No wonder the
first dance the savages invented was
a war dance, Perry reflects.
THE fire hazard—that dread demon
of smokers in Wellesley for years
—was met by a freshman, who, alas,
was rewarded with a mild dose of
"Genius unappreciated," she moaned.
Not so long ago. in the days before
smoking in dormitories was le-
galized, one student was discovered in
the forbidden act. "But," she com-
plained, "I was smoking in the bath
tub and certainly there couldn't be
danger of fire there!"
PERRY is sincerely apologetic.
Nothing could be more foreign to
his nature than to wound the feelings
of anyone—and especially of one of
his masculine cohorts around campus.
He has learned that Sandy Campbell
resented having his conversation with
the robins recorded. "I wish people
would stop inquiring into my affairs,"
Sandy said with righteous indignation.
"Why, last year when I caught a
pound bass in the lake, that was in
Perry. Now, you know that's silly.
Anybody could catch a pound bass if
they'd just stand still." Of course the
real reason was envy and sheer, un-
adulterated jealousy, because Perry
isn't a remarkably successful fisher-
self from taking Sandy's name in vain.
day were terrified to And a saw sus-
pended in air, directly over the path,
and slowly swinging back and forth
as it was lowered to the ground. It
reminded Perry of the old Pearl
White serials in which the heroine,
bound and gagged, was placed upon a
table in a Chinaman's vile den and,
as the "Continued Next Week" sign
flashed, the pendulum was swinging
within two inches of her lily white
throat. AH reports indicate that the




The latest one i
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IV.,,
1 1 feels that he ]
which quite vitally
gentleman who wis




The Wild Duck remarked to her friend,
"You know, I just love Ibsen; I think
The Wild Duck is wonderful and I
know I'll love Hedda Gaoler next week
and I was insane over Electra last
week. I do think he's the best play-
wright."
JUSTICE, that far-famed abstraction,
may have miraculously appeared on
campus. A member of the august body
called Senate awoke, feeling twinges
of what she feared might be a guilty
conscience. The conscience proved to
be a thumb tack, but—and this is the
justice—it had dropped from the etch-
ing it was supporting (and, my chil-
thumb tacks are supposed to be
naughty architectural support for
etchings) to punish her. Fortunately,
murder and thumb tacks usually out,
says Shakespeare.
just this once he
ust tell this story
lvolves the young
hes his name with-







'28 Gertrude Milde to Mr. Thomas
M, Harman, Washington and Lee,
University of Michigan Law School.
'29 Vivian Camisa to Mr. Benjamin
Haskell Davis, Jr.
'30 Evelyn Bristol to Mr. George
Dana Brabson, University of Tennes-
see, Yale Law School, George Wash-
ington University Graduate School.







uig it sad to have such an attractive
whiffle whiffle alligator pass into
oblivion, the student for five minutes
carried on a monologue, attempting
to arouse interest in life in the alli-
gator. In desperation, she arranged a
row of pecans in front of the bed
and, kneeling and facing the appar-
ently empty bed in the deserted room,
she spoke tenderly to the alligator.
Suddenly she heard the voice of a
faculty member, who was standing in
the doorway and who evidently had
trailed the voice down the hall.
Bounding to her feet, she tried to ex-
plain her appearance of insanity by
saying that a little duck was playing
alligator. The baffled
the professor's face
continued and now the playful stu-
dent is having jitters for fear the
faculty member is making arrange-
ments with insane asylums. After-
wards, when she reproached the little
fellow under the bed for not emerg-






^tor and dead alligatc
MARRIAGES
'28 Eloise Rockhold to Mr. William
Stevenson Walker, Jr., February 29.
Address: 5 Woodside Road, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
'29 Thelma Smyth to Mr. Kenneth
Black Ellis, March 12, in New York.









saidvalue of what Dr. Mai
evening before, that success in-
ded not only professional recogni-
ii, but an insight into values b>
ich our alumnae were making them-
pOSSIBLY
which recently opened in the
At any rate, nice little girls
r way to the library the other
vance and maintain living in the com-
munity. After acknowledging the value
of contact between the student and
alumnae so experienced, methods of
achieving that contact were discussed.
Among those methods considered were
The second Round Table Discussion
under Dr. Martin took up the ques-
tion of curriculum from the viewpoint
of the alumnae. One problem that
was presented was: What changes in
the educational plan of the college
seem advisable to the alumnae in view
of their own needs as disclosed by
post-college experience? It was the
felt for a closer correlation of college
experience and training and the actual
problems of living which will be met
after graduation. In other words
modern colleges are failing to keep
intellectually abreast with the modern
world and its needs. Dr. Martin
pointed out that the question was
far-reaching and that its answer
lay not in the adjustment which will
be made the day after graduation but
in the civilization which could be ac-
quired before the age of senility.
The Third Round Table was con-
cerned with the use of the college
equipment during the summer. Sug-
gestions were made for its use by
something in which the college would
assume actual responsibility. No prac-
tical details concerning finances were
considered but were left for future
open lo under -
The first suggestion was that Wel-
lesley might
fin additional
graduates, a course that would give
academic credit. The next suggestion
was for an informal type of education
that would not aim at credit, but
might include a collection of classes
for enrichment, to give an oppor-
tunity to both men and women in va-
rious fields, such as a forum on inter-
national relations, the creative arts,
or the present economic situation. The
use of Wellesley's facilities in a school
Round Table Conferences, President
Pendleton defined the college's pur-
pose: If it gives the students a zest to
solve problems, it is doing pretty well,
she said. Doctor Martin suggested
that the faculty imbue the students
with a love of clear-cut thinking and
Miss Orvis stressed another desirable
quality, a live interest in facts. Doc-
the objec-
At the luncheon Saturday in Tower
Court President Pendleton presided.
Mrs. Helen Merrell Lynd, Wellesley,
1919, who had been invited to speak,
was ill and unable to attend. Miss
Pendleton presented the report of the
Faculty Curriculum Committee, which
was followed by brief explanations of
it by Dean Mary L. Coolidge and
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the lnur things '>! lite
enjoy to the fullest
(.iimpicte club features
Lounges. Private dining an
reception rooms. And cor











i blouse above the wrist,
most amusing fashions
•is—at a Best's "allow-
:e ! Dlaek and white.
Before Vacation
Maybe you are Bermuda bound . . .
Maybe your ticket says New York
... or some further destination
!
It doesn't matter what the name of
the place is . . . you'll find gay times
in store . . . welcoming friends . . .
all sorts of festivities.
Of course you're hoping for some
new clothes, too, but don't take
any chances! Have the clothes you
plan to pack re-conditioned before
you leave.
New Mode Service is inexpensive . . .
and you'll like it. The March special
. . . one dress cleansed free with $5.00
worth of other cleaning ... is still
on ! Take advantage of the offer . _. .
send your things today . . . while





WELLESLEY. MASS.. niii:->>... i.w.ei.
DORCAS PORTER,
RHODA DEUEL,
or which "Oh, flying a kite" is the
mildest. If there is time available
we are prepared to expound at length
some mad adventure of a flight to the
Taj Mahal in which we have suffered
horrible mishaps at the hands of ban-
dits and enjoyed glorious social tri-
umphs as the guest of Gandhi. The




•Continued /ram PligC 1. Col. 1)
outgoing officer transferred theii
caps, as symbols of their responsibili-
ties, to the heads of the new leaders.
The major officers for the next year
President o) College Government
President c
l.rr iVl:K]d:)\




steadfastly refused to believe it, as if
by forgetting the calendar we might
stave off this final hour. Now the day
has come, and we are unprepared.
We have little to say farewell with,
since to us the chapter does not seem
closed. For a while we shall put aside
pen and paper, go away for a while
from the comfortable hurry and scurry
sw months we
absently turn toward this d
there is
;iHit Haw,, next three
red flag of dissension. But we at our
typewriters have pounded out firm
maxims, desperately trying to make
them palatable, have flung out fran-
tic pleadings for pet Causes, have
championed the strong and the weak
with admirable justice, and what sad
comfort have we had! Our words
have fallen all too lightly upon the
But some gleam of hope still cheers
us. Not for nothing have we cham-
pioned causes, not for nothing have
we voiced the desires of our fellow men.
We can still smile when we see what
other stronger and braver members of
the community have done, we can re-
joice that our words have helped them
perhaps towards their goal.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
Will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves respo7isible for opinions and
±(tttrm<nt$ in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A.M. on
Monday.
ome to
the pangs of t
i forgotten. If
thoughtful responsibility,
its pride of workmanship, its delight in
communal effort continue living things,
we shall some day go on into new fields
with greater courage and expectation
than were otherwise possible, though
we shall never expect to find in any
other place the same kind of people—
our kind of people—flippant, audacious,
and secretly sentimental. We never
expect to find the same kind of charity
We
lead battles any more
quixotic inde-
pendence. These things are over, ex-
But there will be need, surely, for
the lessons that we have been learning
—lessons of tolerance and moderation.
of frankness and tact. Lessons of
discrimination—of choosing between
giant windmills and veritable giants.
Lessons of respect and reluctant ad-
miration for opponents of good mettle.
Lessons of affection for the sharers of
our responsibilities. It can hardly be
that three months or ten times three
months will put an end to all this.
And so we surrender everything else
to those who follow, having faith, like
innumerable News editors before us.
that it is the shadow we are losing,
Thwarted Perry
dignified envy, while Perry has gone
his magically free and slightly cynical
way among the crowd, while Adonais
has barked in and out of tune, while
even the Inquiring Reporter has dared
For legislation that just
of the year. The splendid coopera^
tion of all interested in this matter
the fine spirit in which response ha:
dents, are a challenge and an appeal to
each member of the college community
to keep the trust given.
It was our privilege to wit-
A Word ness on last Thursday even-
of Praise ing a performance on the
part of Wellesley students
which, in our opinion, has not been
excelled by any other performance at
Wellesley during the last four college
Dance Drama was carried through
almost a pro-
fessional finish. It belongs to th>
realm of dramatic criticism to speal
the dancing, of the lighting ef
fects, of the quality of the acting. Bu
properly the function of edi
criticism to say that we fee
this Dance Drama has set a nev
standard of achievement for extra
curricular activities, that it has raisec
ident activity along such lines fron
somewhat artificial to a truly ere-
ve activity.
3ur generation is blessed
What Price or cursed with a sense of
humor that goes beyond
itself and borders on
complete insanity. To the staid matri-
of decades past who like their
btle but at least slightly com-
prehensible our language seems the
babel of complete idiocy. Life to us
t or wearing. Adventure
alks across the paths of our im-
every mental turn. We
ie to the dormitory from the libra-
wearied by hour*
philosophy of Hume. But
MOVING AGAIN
obviously to freshmen—that no one
shall move in crowds of more than three
—has been passed already. Whether
or not this protest thus comes too late,
I should like to put in an emphatic
word against it. In last week's News
there were two Free Presses on this
subject. I should like to ask "One of
a Crowd of Six" whether she would
have felt the same when she first
planned to move up on campus? I
m to be also "one of a crowd of
aid emphatically would not have
enjoyed being forced to chc
instead of five girls to move
aelieve "1935" is correct in pointing
)ut that as many feelings
inder this change
nore, in my own opinion. I know o
i case where freshmen are worried al
eady about having to divide up. O
course there is a fifty-fifty chance tha
they will end up in the same house
but rather unlikely that all seven will
when you consider the wide range o
numbers those seven will in all proba
bility draw. At any rate, the pain o:
forced choosing and dividing will not
be a pleasant memory, and might-
forgive the sentimentality—go far to
wreck a very happy group of budding
friendships. I will not deny, of course,
that these girls might find just as close
friends among other girls—but to make
them risk a present certainty for a fu-
ture possibility is rather
Elizabeth Congleton
President of Athletic Association
Jane Mapes
Business Manager of Barnstvallows
Esther Edwards
Editor-in-Chief of the News
Jean Glasscock





























"And is it true," Adonais'
With an eager widening
Of the eyes
And a nervous twitch of
Bccujiit's like his environment?"
(She had been lying










Which should lead to
Stateliness and Tudor
Language but which seems
To produce a tendency
To fall up and down stairs
And a penchant for making
Stuffed images.
STUDENT EXCHANGE
INCLUDES GERMANY "nes to
1933.
CALM THYSELF
To the Wellesley College News:
One of the things about any agita-
tion in College is that it almost in-
variably achieves an importance that
is out of proportion to its significance.
Since the beginning of the year, the
smoking issue has steadily grown. It
has been one of the most discussed
college affairs. One solution and then
ler was suggested and at length
Senate acted. And even now, one can-
et away from the subject.
s obvious that without
iiy Would probably lu.u
complished. Yet, it is no
that the issue has t
degree that is all out of proportion to
lative importance in college life.
the
Foreign Study
begun some years ago for the purpose
of arranging for American studer







w being extended u-
yf the University of
in Europe completing
Munich.
ri lean umvi isity oi'O-
Mudents are able to
; for the year's work.
.at the first group toIt is probable tha
study in Germany i
MR. HOTSON SPEAKS
OF LITERARY FINDS
C nfiniicd from Pari Col.
CUirdiiR'i-called Williai
Although he attempted to dis-
courage any future literary detectives
by adequately explaining the grinding
labor of searching through hundreds
of records "from Magna Charta to
' Mr. Hotson could not
n enthusiasm. The e
suspense between the
y of the clue to Marlowe's death
publication of the fine
cannot be minimized;
Hotson must have had to suppress the
desire to strangle anyone who came
the Marlowe records for the en-
ime!
discussing his method of work
Mr. Hotson stressed the importance of
faith, and a strong pioneer
ing instinct. If one is discouraged
lost. More important than
training, for Mr. Hotson
tirely without training, is the quality
determination. Borrowing the
irds from Shakespeare. Mr. Hotson
id that the detective must insist,
SOUTHERN ACCENT
Often, in the evenings,
When tasks finished, study done,
I sit in my study
Thinking over affairs of the world
The Sino-Japanese conflict, the
Tomorrow I intend to








ary detecting, which is a capacity for
discovering things one is not looking
rather than pure luck. Mr. Hot-
admitted that his discoveries have
ranged all the way from this to inten-
tional search. Although Mr. Hotson
had not realized there were any "lost
letters" from Shelley to Harriet, and
them by chance, he spent
of directed research into
-tumbled i
German elections, the first three par-
liaments
Of Charles the first (of England).
Mendelssohn and Schumann, Smith
and Roosevelt,
All these go through my mind
As I relax ruminating.
And then, like a bolt from heaven,
There comes to me a thought of
A Southern accent in the mouth of
a Southern girl.
The thought leaves me speechless
(Yes, I talk to myself)
As even such an accent, volubly em-
ployed,
Has, more than once
In times gone by.
Then, recovering from the first shock,
I grit my teeth.
Which is invariably my second reac-
MONGREL TRANSLATIONS
FROM THE PERSIAN
Tis said a blast of smoke
Brings Are in its wake;
'Tis said by virgin sages
Who blandly turn the pages
To ferret out the ages
Of Periods and Stages,
Bv maidens scorning rages
That blasts of pungent smoke
Bring fires in their wake.
Old Proverb
Be otherwise than usual,
For it costs little to seem
Not
Your vari
In making good impressions
At teas and social sessions





You'd better change your
Yourself at last not slow
In being what you might
otherwise than usual.
The Theater
COLONIAL—The Devil Passes *
COPLEY—The Gray Shadow
PLYMOUTH—Hay Fever *
SHUBERT—// Booth Had Missed i
picture was preceded by a shoi
planatory talk by Margaret Notinan,
Head of Work. By far the most effec
tive of the presentations was the por-
trait of Cardinal Richelieu by Cham
paigne. The infinite hauteur of the sub
i the i
The symphonic poem, Desoriente.
suggested by Matthew Arnold's Stanzas
from the Grande Chartreuse, overcame
the disheartening effect of a feeble be-
ginning by a brilliant second move-
ment, and adequate third, and an
appropriate and effective ending.
Avowedly, Desoriente was worked out
according to symphonic convention,
but in terms of motion, unhampered
by musical composition, assisted only
by a simple percussion pattern. The
first movement, largo religioso, was too
long. Technically it balanced the rest
of the symphony; artistically its length
was unjustified—the material was too
slight.
The adagio tranquillo and allegro
con brio of the second, movement pro-
vided the aesthetic thrill of the eve-
ning, in beautifully balanced movement
tag, both in design and color, was
handled with acute sensitivity to group
value. The Machine Age of the third
movement, in conventionally grotesque
costume, was redeemed by refreshing
and effective simplicity of motion. As
Youth's Theme, Pauline Westcott, who
overstrained the exuberant spirit of
youth by bouncing too much in the
first movement, distinguished herself
by the sympathetic restraint of the
The bagatelles and interpretations
winch succeeded the symphonic poem
pleased by their spontaneity, so mark-
edly in contrast to the studied beauty
of Desoriente. The Little White
Donkey amused the audience tremen-
dously; Norwegian Peasaiit Dance, with
the combination of Grieg's music and
the performers' joie de vivre, brought
down the house; after Tweedledum
and Tweedledee the audience just sat
and laughed wholeheartedly. The
Giddy Girl was obscured by a puzzling
complexity of interpretation, but Co-
quette, offered by the same dancer,
Dorothy Wood, was handled with a
linesse reminiscent of Angna Enters.
Ase's Death gave the same distin-
guished combination of color and mo-
tion which marked the second move-
ment of the symphony. Fog and Valse,
through trite in theme, were adequate-
ly presented.
The River's Song was startling. It
turned out to be a choral chant ac-
i dance rather than an
sistance. Interesting as an experiment
nevertheless.
The Fruehlingsstimme was much
more charming and delightful than the
name would indicate. The dancers
were not self-conscious or engrossed in
the technicalities of the work. They
sent us all away in a good humor,
pleased with ourselves and them and
the whole Dance Drama.
T. Z. E. STUDIO RECEPTION
On Saturday evening, March 19, at
Alumnae Hall, Tau Zeta Epsilon pre-
sented a Studio Reception, this year
for the benefit of the Unemployed Re-
lief Fund. As is the custom at the
Studio Receptions, the society present-
ed a series of pictures with living
models, illustrating their work for the
year. This year the series showed the
development of French painting since
the 15th century. All the pictures were
done with a careful
tume made it seem as if it were the
original. Each fold in the gorgeous car-
dinal's robe must have been carefully
studied. The Watteau Lecon de Musi-
que, the Pragonard Inspiration, and the
portrait of the Comte d'Espagnac by
Vigee le Brun all showed great atten-
:h made them
especially charming. The two 15th
et St. Stephan after Fouquet and La
Vierge qui adore VEnfant after the
Maitre de Moulins were most delicately
attempted. The detail from the Ber-
gers Arcadie by Poussin captured that
artist's background treatment and the
classical simplicity of his figures. The
Cruche Cassee after Greuze was a
charming picture, though not entirely
fulfilling the spirit of the original. One
of the most interesting attempts was
the copy of La Loge by Renoir. It is,
of course, practically impossible to copy
the shimmering pinks and grays of the
original and to achieve the vagueness
of outline with actual human figures.
Considering this, the resemblance to
the charm of the original was remark-
able.
On the whole the presentation was
splendid in the way in which it showed
careful work and really loving study.
After viewing the exhibition we can
safely say that the society obviously
achieved a great understanding of
French art in their work this year.
PLAY PRODUCTION
The small but receptive audience
fortunate enough or perhaps wise
enough to attend the three one-act
plays presented by the Play Produc-
tion Class on the evening of March 15
was well rewarded for its interest.
Miss Smaill's apologies for the natural
crudities of the work of the class were
scarcely needed since the exceptional
sets and delicate understanding of the
actresses certainly obscured any slight
lack of smoothness or finish resulting
from limitations of time and materials.
Also to its credit is the experimenting
spirit of the class in bringing to their
fche Harvard Dramatic Asso-
Shaw's Man of Destiny, an
by the college.
Although the sight of a masculine
figure in the uniform and the sound of
a really gruff voice were treats to the
Wellesley audience, not all the success
of the plays goes to Harvard. The
first two plays, by F. Sladen Smith,
The Crown of Saint Felice and The
Sacred Cat, with light debunking irony
combined with fantastic sets and
charming costumes of vague date and
period, were well chosen for the dra-
matic capacity of a group of girls where
deft interpretation rather than inten-
WELLESLE Y COLL
sity of emotion was required. Particu-
larly pleasing was the lone palm tree
in The Sacred Cart that bent over the
benches in an angle ancient and mod-
ernistic. Martha Young as St. Felice,
whose greatest joy in heaven was the
memory of her good temper on earth, i
played her part with nice shadings!
breaking though her dreamy lethargy j
in an heroic loss of temper at the im- !
pudent mortals who insult her memory
by forgetfulness. The cast of The Sa-
cred Cat was small, each member con-
tributing equally to its effect—Janet
Hill as the clumsy boy emulating the
"man about Thebes," Virginia Street
as the coquettish girl playing inno-
cent, and Mary Thyne as the pom-
due laurels go to the unknown actress
who meowed so enthusiastically in
truly cattish tones whenever a lie was
told.
With its satire on England and col-
onization, its salient lines on existing
social evils, The Man of Destiny as a
play was typically Shavian. Bernard
Meyer was excellent as Napoleon, ruth-
lessly ambitious yet keenly aware of
and appreciative of courage in others.
The part of Giuseppi, the garrulous,
fawning innkeeper, was well handled
by Charles Sedgwick.
As a whole the class gave a perform-
ance that was diverting and marked
by good acting and original production.
Barn had best looked to her laurels
with such talent loose in Wellesley's
rhf'ati icul world.
N. L. W., '32.
FOCUSSED ON
THE SCREEN
On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
March 24, 25. and 26, the feature pic-
ture at the Community Playhouse will
be Forbidden, starring Barbara Stan-
wyck, and Adolph Menjou. The theme
is self sacrifice; Barbara Stanwyck, cast
as a small-town librarian, meets Bob
Grover (Adolphe Menjou) on her
holiday, aboard a boat for Cuba. She
devotes her life to him, although he
due to the fact that he was responsible
for an accident which crippled her.
Al Holland (Ralph Bellamy) falls in
love with her, but she remains true to
lover and her happiness to her love for
With Forbidden will appear / Like
Your Nerve, with Douglas Fairbanks
the Younger, and Loretta Young. This
is a comedy centering around a youth
too much dominated by his mother.
On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day of the week following, March 28.
29, and 30, the two pictures to be
shown are Damce Team, with James
Dunn and Sally Eilers. and Good Sport,
with Linda Watkins and John Boles.
The first is a jolly comedy dealing with
the adventures of two happy-go-lucky
a career for themselves. Their steps
are among the latest. Good Sport deals
the 1 triangle, and
which Dorothy
SENIORS
Store your CAR with us when you
return from your Easter Vacation.
Make reservations now.
Phone Wellesley 2000 or 2001.
OUR MOTTO
'Fair Charges, Courteous Service"
Wellesley Colonial Garage, Inc.
WALTER J. GRIFFIN, Mgr.
Wellesley Square
This is the year for
EUROPE
*106m
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.




.ind jolly times, .it 1.1 re', from SI (16
one way, $187.50 round trip.
In Europe you'll line! prices amaz-
ingly low. Your American dollar
-ties further than it has in years.
You can actually visit Europe





TELEPHONE 501 - 83092
Framingham Auto Renting Co.
NEW CARS FOR HIRE
DRIVE YOURSELF
MR. DeCICCO








QE tie w lie Bra SO n
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY. MASS.





Take the AIRway—spend less time in travel,
have more for pleasure. New low rates are a




one way $25 02 round trip
Connections to Philadelphia, Washington and
the South—Cleveland, Dallas, New Orleans,
and Intermediate Points.
American Airways planes make direct connections at Newark
for planes to Philadelphia and Washington. New direct train-
plane connections to the west via Boston & Albany R. R.—
leaving South Station 3:40 P. M., connecting at Cleveland next
morning with American Airways plane reaching New Orleans
5:50 P. M„ Dallas 6:28 P. M.—little more than a day's journeyl
Six trips daily—Boston - New York, at 8:30,
10:30, 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30. Sixteen-cylinder
Cadillac limousines from Hotel Statler and
Parker House 35 minutes before these plane
times.
Reservations and complete information at all leading
hotels, travel agencies, Postal Telegraph and Western
Union offices.
mnmmimsm
Make your AIR WA YS reservations
through your local lounge-office
THE WELLESLEY AGENCY FOR TRAVEL
Over Seller's Telephone
Wellesley Square Wei. Ml
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR |
"Lewis Carroll," Mary Dean Clement
! on "Familiar Curves in Architecture"
and Persis Bullard on "Modern Plane
1
j Geometry and Some of its Properties
CURRENT EVENT
NOTES
Back in America a-gain, the coal
strike grows. Eight collieries closed
near Wilkesbarre when 7,000 more
miners failed to report for duty. With
the Union voting to resume work Mon-
day, it remains a question, as we go to !
press, whether the miners will remain I
loyal to their organization.
On March X4th, George Eastman,
founder of the Eastman Kodak Co.,'
committed suicide at the age of sev- |
enty-eight. On the following Friday I
occurred the death of Chauncey i
Perhaps to disprove the old adage
about roses smelling sweetly under an
alias, perhaps to demonstrate that a
name is an outward sign of an inward
grace, and possibly to be conspicuous,
James Branch Cabell has truncated his
first name in his new volume. These
Restless Heads. And, for those of his
readers for whom Jurgen was a demi-
god and the biography of Manuel a
fascinating series of adventures, this
book will seem nearly as remote from
|
his other works as if it were indeed
written by another author.
Only in the first and last parts of
j
the trilogy is Cabell fanciful in the
style which we, alas, have come to
classify as the identifying Cabell char- I
acteristic; the major, middle section is I
osaic in its subject matter and|
treatment as the postman upon whom
the author lavishes his attention.
Duke Prospero, or so the tale runs in
the first part, was exiled to an island
after wasting his substance as Duke of
MHlan, but, eventually, he was returned
to his ancestral fief. Ariel had touched
him with all understanding, so that he
became revered and, more important
in his estimation, he became wealthy.
One day he speaks to himself, "In my
Island many unborn dreams await to
be delivered into form and color, but
here the doings of the applauded
perish. They that prosper in my Milan
have not any dreams: they sleep In
contentment far too soundly for any
clouded heart is to follow after un-
born dreams hopelessly. Come away,
Duke Prospero, oh, come away; put
aside the vain glories of common
sense for my harsh, liveries; an(





MARCH 25 AND 26
FINALS
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
MARCH 29 AND 30
FINALS IN DORMITORIES AS
IN MAJORS
RESULTS ANNOUNCED
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30, 4:40
EAST COURT OF GREEN HALL
DU. DWIGHT R- CLEMENT
DR. COPELAND MERRILL I
FRANCES P- MacLAREN j
Dental Hygienist
Wellesley Square ™o™ 19°°
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial BIdg. Wei. 1212-M
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. We!. 0566-W
MISS JULIA SWIFT ORVIS
of the History Department
will take a small party to Sicily and
southern Italy this summer.
Headquarters will be a villa in Taor-
mina, with automobile trips, a visit
to Malta, and a tour of southern Italy.
For details—address
8 Summit Road Wellesley!
1
that
meet oblivion after much wasted
laboring
. . . But that is balderdash;
and a world-famous duke has not any
reason to think about oblivion."
The great bulk of the book is written
realistically*—or as nearly so as Ca-
singer of Irish ballads.
between Oxford and Cambridge Uni-
versities, Cambridge finished five
lengths ahead of the Oxford crew, to
make her ninth straight victory
against
CAMPUS CRIER
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3)
the postman and the letters he de-
livers, the portrait of Nicholas Cabell,
j
the flag, and a deserted Virginia sum-
mer resort. In the course of it, the
reader is made almost uncomfortably
J
aware of Mr. Cabell's personal ani-
mosities and weaknesses; as a result of
reading the volume we may treasure
the vital knowledge that he has over
two hundred and forty (or was it one
j
hundred and twenty?) china dogs, and
that he affects paper cigarette holders.
|
And yet there is a
The speaker at Chapel on Easter
Sunday will be Dr. Robert Seneca
Smith, Divinity School, Yale Univer-
The students of Miss Hobgood's
classes in Speech 101 will give readings
of ballads at 4:40 P. M. in Room 444,
Green Hall.
Miss Brocklebank, of the Department
of Music, will give another of the
Faculty Recitals on Monday evening,
March 28, at 8:00 P. M. in Billings'
Hall. The program will include selec-
On Wednesday, March 30, at 4:40
P. M. in Room 124, Pounders, Mrs
Priscilla Fortescue will speak to Miss
Straw's classes in English Composition
101 on Opportunities For College Wo-
men in Radio Writing.
He speaks of Asred, by whose side
all the wise march, crying, "Conform,"
and who "dictated to Shakespeare all
his more popular quotations": he dis-
that a youth writes a better novel than
a sage, because the sage realizes the
futility ol their creation. All this is
done deftly, amusingly, leaving one
marveling at how well things have been
said and half-wondering if Mr. Cabell
Is right in believing there is nothing
important to say or whether this book
might not have been immeasurably
Improved if it had said slightly less




At the last two meetings of the Math-
ematics Club topics have been given by
the members in competition for a
prize given to the best speaker at the
last meeting of the club in April. The
basis of the judging is on the following
grounds: delivery, clearness and cor-
relation, the topic's interest in general
and its interest for Mathematics stu-
dents. All the members of the club
take part in the Judging. On Febru-
the following topics
Edith Fairbanks spoke on
and Constance Wall on "Infinity in
Geometry." At the meeting of March
eighteenth Ann Dunham spoke on
FRENCH ISSS'gS
ffm i;.'v]i!rnl i;t! SutniiKT Sell i ii 1
1
WM U„-,,l„catn,„;,l> in the
V*j heart of French Canada.
^^ Old-Country French slalV.
Only French spoken. Elementary.
Intermediate. Advanced. Certificate
or College Credit. French enter-
tainments, sijrht-.seeing, sports, etc.
Fee SHI). Betted ami Tuition, dune
25—July 31. Write for circular to




Gorney's artistic corsages have been
used for more than twenty-five years.
Let us suggest some new fashions in
flowers. Get acquainted and open an
account with
Gorney's Flower Shop
MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.













Mav not rve you also?





May we serve YOU?
as we have been serving Seniois for
I years. We will keep your car dust-
ed off, swept out, keep water in the
radiator and battery and air in the
tires, in fact, we take the entire care
of your car, all you have to do is to
run it. Make your reservations early
and leave the rest to us.
ROBERT G. SMITH GARAGE
Telephones Wellesley 1276 or 1578










selected — we've ex-
amined and rejected—to
secure the loveliest
laces for spring! Every
type you can imagine
from $1 to $2.95!
What's more, we've
shopped all Boston and
found that our assort-
ment is the largest!
Mail or phone orders filled
—call HUBbard 2700
